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It’s tournament time as we have eight people vying to become
the new #1 contender to the Heritage Cup. That alone should
take quite a while to cover so hopefully they have something
else going on to fill in some of the gaps. I’m not sure what
that is going to be, but NXT UK has surprised me before. Let’s
get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Flash Morgan Webster vs. Wolfgang

This is fallout from Webster slapping Wolfgang to prove a
point of some kind. Webster knocks him into the corner to
start but Wolfgang takes him to the mat without much trouble.
That means a third slap to Wolfgang so he runs Webster over
and grabs a cravate. A dropkick puts Wolfgang on the floor but
he sends Webster hard into the barricade.

Back in and a hard whip into the corner rocks Webster’s ribs
and it’s time for some forearms to make them worse. We hit the
nearly  required  bearhug,  followed  by  the  slightly  less
required abdominal stretch. That’s broken up and Webster hits
another dropkick but what looked like a tiger driver is easily
countered with a backdrop. A poisonrana plants Wolfgang out of
nowhere but a Swanton hits knees. Wolfgang spears him for the
pin at 7:32.
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Rating: C+. You can do a power vs. speed match at any time in
wrestling and it is going to work out just fine. That is as
basic of a wrestling match as you are going to get and it was
acceptable here as well. Wolfgang isn’t one of the Coffeys and
Webster isn’t Mark Andrews but they did well enough to make
this work out.

In  two  weeks,  Joe  Coffey  vs.  Rampage  Brown,  knockout  or
submission only.

The rest of Subculture is proud of Flash Morgan Webster for
coming so close to beating Wolfgang but Isla Dawn comes up
behind Dani Luna and reaches for her. Luna says back off and
Dawn does, though still looks creepy in the process.

Moustache Mountain is ready for Pretty Deadly, who has to face
the best team around here. Tyler Bate is ready to complete the
Grand Slam (Shouldn’t that be Triple Crown?) and Trent Seven
is ready to get his first title.

Jinny is fine with getting to face Aoife Valkyrie in a No DQ
match but isn’t happy that Joseph Conners will be locked in a
shark cage.

Nina Samuels vs. Amele

Samuels  gets  aggressive  to  start  by  driving  her  into  the
corner for the shoulders to the ribs. Amele isn’t having that
and hammers away with forearms of her own. A bulldog gives
Amele two and we hit the cravate. An elbow misses though and
Samuels is back with a Hennig necksnap, setting up some double
knees to the back in the corner. Amele is right back with a
running boot in the corner but Samuels grabs back to back
tilt-a-whirl backbreakers. A bridging northern lights suplex
gives  Amele  two  and  a  t-bone  suplex  into  a  spinebuster
finishes Samuels at 4:58.

Rating: C. This didn’t have time to get very far but it was
energetic while it lasted. The women’s division is in a bit of



a weird place as you have the very top firmly established and
then a bunch of people scattered around underneath them. These
two are firmly in that secondary group and maybe this can
start Amele moving up a bit. It likely won’t, but it was a
good enough match.

We look back at the first Walter vs. Ilja Dragunov match, with
Dragunov talking about how he gave everything he had but he
will be ready next time.

We look back at Walter costing Ilja Dragunov a match against
Pete Dunne this week on NXT but Dragunov laid Walter out after
the match.

Saxon  Huxley  runs  around  shouting  BETTER  LUCK  NEXT  TIME.
Symbiosis isn’t sure what to make of him.

Meiko Satomura is ready to defend the Women’s Title against
Stevie Turner next week.

Pretty Deadly is at the WWE Warehouse and find some photos of
Moustache Mountain. Right now, Moustache Mountain is the best
team in NXT UK but next week, they will be the best team that
Pretty Deadly has beaten.

Heritage  Cup  #1  Contenders  Tournament  First  Round:  Mark
Andrews vs. Noam Dar

Dani Luna is here with Andrews. Round one begins with the
grappling exchange and Andrews putting on an armbar on the
mat. Andrews spins out of a wristlock and hits a dropkick to
send Dar into the ropes. Back up and Dar pulls him down by the
leg but Andrews twists him down by the arm again as time
expires.

Round two starts with a test of strength, which is always odd
to see from smaller guys like these two. Dar takes him to the
mat for a fast two and a snapmare into the ropes of all things
makes it worse. Now it’s time to work on Andrews’ arm for a



bit before taking him outside for a whip into the barricade.
Back in and Andrews snaps off a cartwheel into a dropkick to
put Dar outside as the round ends.

Round  three  begins  with  Dar  kicking  the  leg  out  to  take
Andrews off the middle rope. Cue Teoman and Rohan Raja to
watch as Dar stays on the knee. Luna offers a distraction
though and Andrews pulls Dar down for a quick double stomp.
Stundog Millionaire sends Dar outside and there’s the big dive
to drop him again. Back in and Andrews misses a springboard
though and the knee gets banged up again. Andrews tries a Pele
kick but gets pulled into a kneebar for the tap at 2:43 of the
round (9:47 overall).

Round four starts with Raja and Teoman leaving and Andrews
hitting a 619 onto Dar’s knee in the ropes. The leg gets
snapped  over  the  middle  rope,  setting  up  a  kneebar  back
inside. Dar breaks that up and reverses an enziguri into an
ankle lock. That’s fine with Andrews, who flips him over into
a cradle for the pin at 1:38 of the round (12:03 overall).

Round five begins with Andrews hooking another rollup for two
but his 619 is countered into Dar’s ankle lock. The Nova
Roller is countered with an enziguri but Dar catches him on
top again. Dar goes after Luna though, drawing Andrews over.
That means Dar can kick him in the knee and hit the Nova
Roller for the pin at 2:38 of the round (15:12 overall).

Rating: C+. They were building things up rather well here and
the knee/Luna both played into the end. These matches are some
of the better things about NXT UK at the moment and I could go
for more of them like this. They have figured out the formula
and these two made it work well, as was the case here. I’m not
wild on Dar moving on, but he would be fine for a villain to
make a decent run.

Overall Rating: C+. This wasn’t their strongest show of the
last few weeks but it isn’t like it was a bad fifty three



minutes. The action was mostly good and I liked enough of what
they did. It is the kind of show where you are better off just
reading are cap rather than watching the show in full, but
even if you did, you would be completely fine.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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